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Abstract. Quasi-Monte Carlo is usually employed to speed up the convergence of Monte Carlo in approximating multi-
variate integrals. While convergence of the Monte Carlo method is O(N−1/2), that of plain quasi-Monte Carlo can achieve near
O(N−1). Several methods exist to increase its convergence to near O(N−α ), α > 1, if the integrand has enough smoothness.
We discuss two methods: lattice rules with periodization and higher order digital nets, and present a numerical comparison.
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INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with approximating a multi-variate integral by a simple cubature formula Q,
I( f ) :=
∫
[0,1]s
f (x)dx ≈ QN( f ;{x(k)}k,{w(k)}k) :=
N−1
∑
k=0
w(k) f (x(k)),
where the integrand f has sufficient smoothness. A simple Monte Carlo estimator is given by
1
N
N−1
∑
k=0
f (x(k)), (1)
where the sample nodes x(k) are i.i.d. uniform variates over [0,1]s; it achieves a convergence of O(N−1/2). The quasi-
Monte Carlo method has exactly the same form as (1) but uses a deterministic set of sample nodes, called low-
discrepancy points. Under certain conditions, its convergence is much quicker and approaches O(N−1) (where here
we have hidden the dependence on s). In this paper we are interested in low-dimensional integrals. A general reference
on quasi-Monte Carlo is [1].
From classical quadrature we know that there exist quadrature formulae that achieve a convergence of O(N−α)
for functions having α continuous derivatives. For multi-variate functions there are similar results: if the integrand
function f is in a class Hαs of functions having mixed dominating smoothness α , i.e., all
∂ ν1,...,νs f (x)
∂xν11 · · ·∂xνss
are of bounded variation (BV) for all 0≤ νi ≤ α−1, (2)
then there exist quasi-Monte Carlo rules which achieve near O(N−α); this bounded variation is the s-variate Hardy
and Krause variation, see, e.g., [1]. A sufficient, but unnecessary, condition for (2) is that ∂αs f (x)/∂xα1 · · ·∂xαs exists
and is continuous on [0,1]s.
We now present two methods to obtain a higher order of convergence: a classical approach using lattice rules with
periodization, and a recent and promising technique of higher order digital nets.
METHOD 1: LATTICE RULES AND PERIODIZATION
The method of “good lattice rules” was developed for periodic functions, see, e.g., [2, 3, 5]. That is, in addition to (2),
we also require the multi-variate analog of f (ν)(1) = f (ν)(0), 0≤ ν ≤ α−2 to hold:
∂ ν1,...,νs f (x)
∂xν11 · · ·∂xνss
∣∣∣∣
x j=1
=
∂ ν1,...,νs f (x)
∂xν11 · · ·∂xνss
∣∣∣∣
x j=0
for all j and 0≤ νi ≤ α−2. (3)
Then there exist generating vectors z ∈ Zs such that the point set with points
x(k) :=
zk mod N
N
, for k = 0, . . . ,N−1,
achieves a convergence of O(N−α(logN)(s−1)α). Such a rule is called a lattice rule. Such lattice rules can for example
be constructed with the methods in [6, 7]. (We note that by considering special weighted classes of functions, the
dependence on s can be removed, see, e.g., [8].)
Obviously, the requirement (3) is rather strong and most functions in real-world problems do not fulfill this. A
particularly simple strategy exists to change a smooth function which fulfills (2) into a smooth periodic function
which also adheres to (3) by a suitable variable substitution. This simple strategy is called periodization. We replace f
by g, by a change of variables,
g(x) = ϕ ′(x1) · · ·ϕ ′(xs) f (ϕ(x1), . . . ,ϕ(xs)),
where ϕ is a smooth increasing function for which ϕ(0) = 0, ϕ(1) = 1 and ϕ(ν)(0) = ϕ(ν)(1) for ν = 1, . . . ,α − 1,
such that
∫
[0,1]s g(x)dx =
∫
[0,1]s f (x)dx. We further assume ϕ ′ to be symmetric. Many such transformations have been
developed, e.g., [3, 9, 10]. The equal weight rule (1) can now be reinterpreted to have weights:
N−1
∑
k=0
N−1ϕ ′(x(k)1 ) · · ·ϕ ′(x(k)s )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:w(k)
f (ϕ(x(k)1 ), . . . ,ϕ(x
(k)
s )) =
N−1
∑
k=0
w(k) f (ϕ(x(k))). (4)
The convergence of such a lattice rule with periodization is now the desired O(N−α(logN)(s−1)α). However, as noted
in [11], the error bound consists of two parts:
|I(g)−Q(g)| ≤ Pα(z)Vα(g), (5)
where the first part is a measure of the quality of the lattice rule, attaining the claimed O(N−α(logN)(s−1)α), and the
second part, the “variation” of g, is dependent on the function. It is this second part which might be much worse
compared to a similar bound for the non-periodic space which would just involve f . Further negative publicity was
given to this method by studying its tractability in [12].
We end this exposition on the periodizing strategy by listing some positive and negative points. The main negative
point is on the limited dimensionality that is possible. This was already noted in [3, 5] and more recently, in a different
analysis, in [12], but for different reasons than we discuss here.
− There are exponentially large differences in the weights w(k): By the conditions on ϕ it is necessary that ϕ ′ is small
at the sides of [0,1] while it has to be larger than 1 in the middle. Since the w(k) are of product form the weights
vanish at the sides and grow in the middle of [0,1]s, both exponentially in s. Even for a low dimensionality one
quickly needs to resort to multi-precision calculations. This makes it practically very hard to evaluate (4).
− Furthermore, in [12] it is shown that in some cases the sum of weights ∑N−1k=0 w(k) can go to infinity, exponentially
fast with s. The numerical stability of the rule (4) depends on this sum as the condition number w.r.t. perturbations
in f (ϕ(x)) of (4) can be bounded by ∑N−1k=0 |w(k)|, and here all w(k) > 0. In contrast, the condition number of the
mathematical problem of integrating f is just 1. In such a case the rule (4) may become numerically unstable.
− Some of the periodization substitutions can be costly, but this is of course relative to the cost of evaluating the
original function f . (As in [13] this can however be pre-calculated.)
− Periodization is likely to increase the variation Vα(g) of the function exponentially in both α and s, which is a
direct factor in the error bound (5) above.
+ The technique of periodization is particularly simple to implement. One could for example just change the
implementation of f to incorporate a specific periodization.
+ There is a large choice of periodizing transformations, see, e.g., [3, 9, 10].
+ Lattice rules with high order of convergence can be easily constructed, see, e.g., [6]. An explicit generating vector
for α = 3 is given in [14].
+ The effectiveness has been demonstrated before, e.g., [13] and [15]. Particularly [13], a 2-dimensional automatic
cubature routine, shows how to pre-compute the weights and transformed lattice points in higher precision to
circumvent some of the drawbacks.
METHOD 2: HIGHER ORDER DIGITAL NETS
Given a “vector” of matrices C ∈ (Fn×mb )s, then the coordinates of the kth point of a digital net in base b, with N = bm
points, are obtained by matrix vector products over Fb, i.e.,
x(k) :=C · k, for k = 0, . . . ,N−1, where x(k)j =C j · k '

x(k)j,1
...
x(k)j,n
=C j
 k0...
km−1
over Fb, for j = 1, . . . ,s, (6)
where the x(k)j,i are interpreted as the digits of an n-digit base b rational in [0,1), i.e., x
(k)
j = ∑
n
i=1 x
(k)
j,i b
−i, and similarly
k=∑mi=0 ki bi. If these generating matrices,C j ∈ Fn×mb , are square m×m matrices then one has the classical digital nets
as described in [1]. The new techniques in [16] consider non-square matrices, where it is shown that for n= αm, there
exist generating matrices such that functions having mixed dominating smoothness α can be numerically integrated
by (1) with a convergence of near O(N−α).
An explicit construction method based on existing (classical) digital nets was given in [16] as well. If one considers
functions with mixed dominating smoothness α in s dimensions, then, as the basis of the construction, one can use an
existing digital net of dimension αs and reassemble the generating matrices to obtain a higher order net. For such a
higher order net in base b, which has bm points, the worst-case error behaves like
O
(
b−αmax(0,m−(t
′
αs+bs(α−1)/2c))
)
, (7)
where 0 ≤ t ′αs ≤ m is the quality parameter of the original classical digital net, the so-called “t-value”. We note that
the t-value is in fact also dependent on m. From (7) it is clear that to effectively have convergence, one must have, at
the very least,
m> t ′αs+ bs(α−1)/2c . (8)
Following from this we now point out that the applicability of higher order nets is severely limited by the finite
precision of the computing device. From (6) we need a precision of n = αm base b digits to represent the cubature
nodes. Assuming base 2 and standard IEEE double precision numbers with 53 bits of precision, we are limited by how
many points, N = bm, we can represent for a given smoothness α . Using the best possible known t ′αs values, those
from the Niederreiter-Xing points, see [17], we can calculate the minimum m needed for the convergence to kick in.
We obtain the following tables:
α maximum N = 2m
2 226
3 217
4 213
5 210
6 28
7 27
α \ s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 · · · 13 14
2 2 3 4 7 8 11 13 · · · 25 (29)
3 3 6 9 13 16 (20) (25)
4 3 9 13 (18) (25) (30) –
5 5 (12) (18) (26) – – –
6 6 (14) (22) (31) – – –
7 (8) (18) (28) – – – –
The numbers in brackets in the table on the right denote that such a level of smoothness in that many dimensions
are impossible as we are running out of precision, cf. the table on the left, to represent the cubature nodes. We end
this section with an overview of positive and negative points. Also here the focus of the negative points is on the
dimensionality.
− To be able to represent the cubature nodes one needs a precision of n=αm base b digits. This might be prohibitive.
It is easy to see that one quickly needs to resort to multi-precision calculations.
− The theoretical formula for the convergence (7) shows that quite a large number of cubature nodes is needed
before the higher order convergence can be seen, cf. (8). In combination with the previous item this limits the
applicability.
− It is not enough to construct the points in high precision. Also the integrand function itself needs to be evaluated
in high precision. (For periodization this is less the case, as [13] shows.)
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FIGURE 1. Lattice rule with periodization versus explicit higher order construction
+ Higher order nets still are equal-weight rules. This implies that the rule (1) is perfectly well conditioned, i.e.,
∑N−1k=0 |w(k)| = 1, and thus this gives a numerically stable algorithm independent of the dimension. Of course we
have just pointed out other reasons to increase precision when the dimension and/or smoothness increases.
+ The construction algorithm from [16] is explicit and it is easy to obtain the higher order generating matrices. In
fact, in base 2, there is nearly no additional cost in generating points in comparison to classical nets (requiring no
change; as long as the points fit in a supported word length). A lot of (classical) generating matrices are available,
see [17].
+ The theoretical error bound has a much nicer form than that of periodization (if one has sufficient precision and
time, i.e., large N).
A NUMERICAL COMPARISON
The following two examples were calculated in IEEE double precision (i.e., 53 bits of precision). For the lattice rule
results we used a lattice sequence (which is an embedded series of lattice rules, see [7]) with the Sidi sinm-periodization
[9] and generating vector taken from [14]. The higher order digital net results are based on a Niederreiter-Xing (NX)
digital sequence in base 2, with generating matrices taken from [18].
First we present a toy example. On the left hand side of Figure 1 the error for integrating the 2-dimensional toy
function f (x1,x2) = x41x
3
2 is plotted for the lattice sequence and the higher order sequence, both constructed to achieve
O(N−3) and O(N−4). For reference we plotted dash-dotted lines of O(N−1), O(N−3) and O(N−4). It can be seen that
both QMC methods achieve the desired O(N−3) result, but for the higher order digital net it is unclear if the O(N−4) is
achieved (its error for O(N−3) and O(N−4) stay close together). The higher order sequence does seem to show O(N−4)
from N = 29 up to 212, but overall this is hard to distinguish from the O(N−3) result. One has to be careful due to the
erratic convergence typical for a QMC method. However, the lattice sequence with periodization is clearly the better
method here, achieving the promised order of convergence in both cases and outperforming the higher order net.
On the right hand side of Figure 1 we plot the error for integrating a 5-dimensional normal distribution up to some
specified limits, cf. the application in [15], to achieve O(N−3). The actual integrand is then 4-dimensional using the
technique from [19]. For this function we also ran a Monte Carlo simulation which shows its expected O(N−1/2)
convergence. For reference we plotted dash-dotted lines of O(N−1/2), O(N−1), O(N−2) and O(N−3). In this case the
higher order digital net construction does not reach the desired convergence. In comparison, the lattice sequence with
periodization nicely gets O(N−3) but has a visible bump for small N, doing worse than Monte Carlo in that range. This
was already pointed out in our discussion as one of the negative side effects of periodization.
Similar results were obtained for other comparable test functions and more experiments with this normal integral
with varying dimensions. For the latter the bump effect gets more and more pronounced for increasing dimensions,
making the method unusable for the multivariate normal integral from around dimension 8 and further. In 8 dimensions
one needs more than approximately 104 points to do better than plain quasi-Monte Carlo (or higher order digital nets),
and in 9 dimensions the periodization results are always worse up to even 106 points.
CONCLUSION
In the eyes of the practitioner it might have seemed that the periodization strategy is doomed to failure, or only of
minor practical value, moreover so, since the new techniques in [16] don’t need periodization. A footnote in that style
appeared in [12]. In the previous section however, we have shown that periodization still earns its place and in fact is
the method of choice for the limited examples under consideration there.
However, higher order nets using the explicit construction come very close in our low-dimensional tests. It is
probably interesting to keep a close eye on further developments of higher order digital nets as they clearly show
some theoretical advantages over periodization. Furthermore, it is a trivial exercise to come up with a function for
which higher order nets give very good results, while lattice rules with periodization would have trouble to cope (e.g.,
the constant function is integrated exactly by higher order nets). — So, should one use periodization? It depends: on
the integrand, on the machinery and on the user.
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